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1. INTRODUCTION v: T'-•/"•••..•

In the United Kingdom the legislation for the safety of nuclear

installations is the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 and the

associated statutory provisions in the Nuclear Installations Act

1965. Under these Acts a nuclear site licence has to be granted by

the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) for all commercial nuclear

installations. HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil) is that

part of the Health and Safety Executive responsible for administering

this licensing function. The general requirements for the safety of

nuclear power plants are contained in the Nuclear Installations Act

1.965 and the specific requirements are the responsibility of the

Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. These allow different forms of

requirements, for example, as conditions attached to the site

licence.

The duty of the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate is to see that the

appropriate standards are developed, achieved and maintained by the

plant operators, and to monitor and regulate the safety of the plant

by means of its powers under the licence. The Nil carry out this

duty by assessment of the proposed sites and nuclear plant designs,

by the establishment of safety requirements and by inspection for

compliance with these requirements.

2 . HM NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS INSPECTORATE ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES

The Inspectorate does not issue standards or codes of practice for

nuclear plant, but it requires each plant operator to develop its own

safety criteria and requirements. These criteria are not formally

approved, though they normally make reference to national and

international standards, such as the British Standards Institution.

The Inspectorate has developed safety assessment principles for

nuclear power reactors1 which have been developed primarily as a

guide to its own staff, but also with a view to assisting designers

and operators. These principles form a statement of the

Inspectorate's views and requirements on particular aspects of design

safety assessment of reactors and their ancillary plant.
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The principles are divided into three basic categories. The first is

a set of fundamental principles on radiological protection, the

second sets out basic principles on the limitation of the

radiological consequences of the operation of a nuclear plant in both

normal and accident conditions and the third category is concerned

with the engineering features of the plant.

Many of the safety assessment principles are concerned with the

engineered safeguards and.the protection system used to preserve the

integrity of the physical containments in fault situations. The

basic requirements being that the reactor can be shut down and cooled

after shutdown with high reliability. The nature and extent of

assessment of an installation design depends on whether the plant is

of an established or a new type. In the case of the Magnox and AGR

reactors the designs have followed a pattern of steady development in

the UK and the plant operators have developed design safety

criteria7 to provide guidelines for the design and performance of the

reactor protection equipment. As part of the engineering assessment

of the design the Inspectorate's assessor checks the results of fault

analysis with the reliability and probability estimates for systems

and components of the equipment. Such a numerical approach has been

a feature of the Inspectorate's safety assessment for many years.

More recently, plant operators have been expected to include a risk

assessment for proposed nuclear reactors. This is proving to be of

value as a means of assessing the performance of safety-related

components and systems and revealing possible weaknesses. However

there are uncertainties associated with the data available and the

Inspectorate does not consider that a safety case for a reactor

protection system can be based solely on this approach. The

following sections discuss other components of the safety case.

3. Nil ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES AND SOCIETAL RISKS

There has been considerable public debate in the United Kingdom about

the risk from nuclear installations and in response to a

recommendation in the report of the public inquiry into the Sizewell

B station The Health and Safety Executive published the document "The

Tolerability of Risk from Nuclear Power Stations2" in February 1988.

The document's purpose was to provide an account, for the interested
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public, of the way the nuclear risk is assessed and regulated, and a

comparison to other risks. It suggests that a dividing line can be

drawn between the level of risk which can be tolerated by the public

and that which is intolerable and it discusses the relationship

between the proposed tolerable risk levels and the Nil's safety

assessment principles. An indication is given of the doses and hence

risk which in practice result from the application of these

principles and of the operating regime applied by the Generating

Boards.

The document makes it clear that there is no such thing as zero risk

in human activities. Instead of aiming at the unachievable the main

tests that are applied in regulating risk involve determining:

a. "whether a given risk is so great or the outcome

so unacceptable that it must be refused

altogether; or

b. whether the risk is, or has been made, so small

that no further precaution is necessary; or

c. if a risk falls between these two states, that

it has been reduced to the lowest level

practicable, bearing in mind the benefits

flowing from its acceptance and taking into

account the costs of any further reduction.

The injection laid down in safety law is that

any risk must be reduced so far as reasonably

practicable, or to a level which is "as low as

reasonably practicable" (ALARP principle)".

(By risk is meant the likelihood of a specified undesired event/s

occurring within a specified period or in specified circumstances).

These concepts are shown in Figure 2, taken from the HSE document.

Above a certain level a risk is regarded as intolerable and is

forbidden whatever the benefit might be. For example, for adult

workers, continued exposure above the dose limits set out in the
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Ionising Radiations Regulations 19859 corresponds to this level of

risk (bearing in mind the other risks to which the worker might be

exposed from his occupation). Below such levels an activity can take

place but the closer the risk from it is to the intolerable level the

greater the pressure to pursue further safety improvement: this is

the ALARP region. In the region of very low risk the regulators need

not press for more improvements but the operator is still required to

make the risk as low as reasonably practicable.

In the case of nuclear power stations, it is the risk from radiation

that has to be considered. The main dose limits at present in force

in the UK are:

Whole body dose limits currently in force in the UK

Dose limit for adult

employees

Investigation level

for adult employees

Dose limit for members

of the public

50 mSv

15 mSv

5 mSv

In any calendar year

In any calendar year

In any calendar year

Annual average dose

limit for members of the

public exposed over long

periods 1 mSv

There are other, equivalent, limits eg for doses to organs and other

parts of the body and for females of reproductive capacity.

In converting these dose limits into risk (of death by contracting

cancer) it is currently reckoned that the factor to use is 1 in 100

for every 1,000 mSv received by the whole body. However, these risk

factors are at present under world-wide review and in the next year

or two it may become accepted that the risk is higher than current

assumptions by a factor of 2 or 3.
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The Tolerability of Risk paper proposes that the maximum tolerable

risk for any individual member of the public should be not less than

ten times lower than that for a worker, ie 1 in 10,000 per annum.

Such a level equates to the average risk of dying in a traffic

accident, and is less than everyone's general chance of about 1 in

3 00 per annum of contracting fatal cancer. The HSE document

therefore suggests that a "broadly acceptable" risk to an individual

"below which, so long as precautions are maintained, it would not be

reasonable to insist on expensive further improvements to standards"

would be one of 1 in a million per annum."

In regulating individual and societal risks in accident situations

the probabilistic techniques used are a very useful tool but they can

only complement good engineering and not supplant it. They can

ensure a systematic approach and help with the achievement of a

balanced design but there can be considerable uncertainties in the

figures that are derived and the estimation of probabilities in areas

such as hazards and human factors present difficulties. At best,

therefore, probabilistic techniques can only provide an indication,

depending on the assumptions made, as to what the risk from a nuclear

power station is likely to be.

The Nil assessment principles express the standards applied by the

Nuclear Inspectorate assessors, and the tolerability of risk document

is a paper for public discussion aimed at clarification and

definition of the underlying policy.

4. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDANCE FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR

PROTECTION SYSTEMS

4.1 Nil SAFETY ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES (SAP)

The Nil S.A.P.'s define the protection system and the principles to

be used in its assessment (see Annex 1). A protection system is all

that equipment provided to act in response to a fault so as to

prevent, limit or otherwise control the development of any unsafe

state in the plant. Each part of the protection system is assigned a

specific function and more than one function may have to be performed
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by more than one system to control certain faults. The actions of

the protection system are defined as:

a. Protective Action The single specified action performed by

a channel or group of identified channels, eg reactor trip

from one parameter identified in the schedule of identified

faults for the reactor.

b. Protective Function The combined objective of one or more

protective actions, eg trip reactor.

4.2 Nil ASSESSMENT GUIDES FOR REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Assessment: Guides have been developed from experience gained in the

past and provide to the assessor reference and guidance from previous

assessments.

AG1 Single Failure Criterion

This document gives guidance on the objective and the application of

single failure criterion defined in Principle 112 - No single failure

within the protection system should prevent any protective action

achieving its required performance in the presence of any specified

fault.

AG2 Diversity requirements

Principle 250 states the CMF limitations for protection equipment

should be in the range corresponding to one failure per 10""-* to 10"^

demands. Diversity is normally necessary where the required

reliability of a protective function exceeds approximately 10~4

failures per demand.

AG3 Computer Based Protection

This document gives guidance on the application to digital computer

protection systems of
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Principles 112 - Single failure criterion,

122 - Diversity of fault detection,

250 - Limitation on reliability.

AG4 Fire Protection

This document gives guidance on protection against fire hazards.

AG5 Qualification of Equipment

Qualification of equipment requirements for use in reactor protection

systems.

AG6 Safety Related Instrumentation

Safety-related instrumentation is defined in the introduction of

section 3.5 of the S.A.P.'s and the relevant Principles are 132 to

142.

5.0 Nil ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic principles laid out in the following pages relate to

protection systems for operating UK gas cooled reactors. The

application of the assessment principles to a particular system will

depend, to some extent, upon the type of plant and the reliability

requirements which have to be met. The assessment requirements

stated are intended as a guide to illustrate practices which have

been used in the past. They are not intended to be exhaustive.

5 .2 DETERMINISTIC REQUIREMENTS

5 . 2 . 1 General

a. Safety equipment should be segregated from "non-safety"

equipment and it should be kept in a locked cubicle with

restricted access under administrative control.
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b. There should be an adequate combination of equipment, with

suitable overlap in the ranges of the equipment, and

suitable correlation in their functions, to ensure that the

plant is protected when an operational veto

is correctly applied.

c. Where operational vetoes are required as part of the plant

operation they should be so arranged that in the event of

their being applied incorrectly, on either increasing or

decreasing signal, the plant shall be shut-down by the

protection system.

5.2.2 Multi-Channel Systems

a. The various channels in a multi-channel system should be

kept separate at all times; i.e., they should be designed

as completely separate as possible, avoiding common

connections or sources, in order to limit the possibility

of a common fault inhibiting more than one channel. In

particular, separate cubicles should be used for different

groups of parameter instruments and input modules to

provide a sufficient amount of segregation.

b. Fail-safe aspects of design should be applied as far as

possible, including failure to safety upon loss of power

supplies. A sensor may have to be provided for this

purpose.

c. Each channel in a protection system should be completely

segregated from other channels, preferably using separate

cubicles. This reduces the risk of inadvertently putting a

fault on another exposed channel when one is being

maintained, modified or checked. If the channels are in

one cubicle, it becomes difficult to substantiate a low

probability of failure. The more compact the channels,

then generally the greater the danger of faults occurring

by cross connections, etc.
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d. The two ends of a channel should be convincingly

segregated, preferably in separate cubicles. Reset

contacts and end-relay cross connections should be

subjected to careful consideration in this context.

e. Only one channel should be accessible at any one time for

maintenance, modification or checking. This is usually

achieved by using an interlocking arrangement between

cubicles whereby only one key is available.

f. In addition to redundancy being provided for each

parameter, at least 2 diverse methods of measurement should

be used to detect each frequent fault condition.

g. System performance (accuracy, response, stability and

reliability) should remain within the required

specifications under all expected environmental conditions,

including environments due to plant fault conditions, and

including conditions where electrical and magnetic

interference fields may be present.

5.2.3 Controls and Information Presentation

It is important that control settings associated with protection

systems should be correctly set at all times and that they cannot

normally be re-adjusted without access to keys involving

administrative control.

The following principles apply.

a. Operational controls should always be calibrated.

Arbitrary calibrations should be accompanied by a

calibration plate mounted next to the control. Calibration

should display meaningful units.

b. Where possible, controls should be kept under lock and

key.
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c. Control settings should be visible at all times.

d. Main controls, such as high flux trip settings, should have

a range limited to the maximum safe trip level and, in

general, multi-range instruments should not be used in the

protection system.

e. After a trip initiation, the system should not be capable

of being reset until the parameters being measured for

protection purposes have returned to a safe value. They

should operate as directly as possible into the final

shutdown devices.

f. Manual tripping facilities in the form of an emergency push

button or switch should at least be provided at the main

control and instrument desk. They should operate as

directly as possible into the final shutdown devices.

5.2.4 Testing and Maintenance

Testing and maintenance procedures have an important bearing on

safety and the following principles apply.

a. Each redundant system must be proof tested at regular

intervals determined by the reliability requirements;

this proof testing procedure should not lessen the degree

of protection required, and be carried out without

interfering with reactor operation.

b. After a safety system or part of a safety system has been

maintained, it should be thoroughly proof tested against

inadvertent short circuits, open connections and other

faults which may have been introduced by the maintenance

procedure.

c. A two-out-of-three system should be put into a one-out-of-

two state upon the removal of equipment for maintenance or

testing. While maintaining two-out-of-three systems,
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shorting links and other by-passing facilities should not

be used.

d. Proof testing signals should be injected at the earliest

possible point in the system while the observed results

should be taken from the latest possible point in the

system under test. Testing should be possible at any time

without interfering with the reactor operation at power.

e. Test signals should be of a shape which simulates actual

operational or fault conditions.

5.2.5 Sensors

The following points are made regarding sensors:

a. A direct measurement of the effect guarded against should

be made whenever possible.

b. Signal amplitudes from sensors should preferably be high

enough to preclude the need for head amplifiers to be

positioned close to areas of high radiation (particularly

neutrons), of refuelling activities or of other areas where

equipment may suffer damage.

c. Cables should run between functional units without

intermediate junctions.

5.2.6 Human Factors

The quantification of human reliability factors is difficult. Yet

human factors enter into every design, operation and maintenance

technique. Even if a system is made as automatic as possible, the

human factors will always be present. Periods of non-routine

operation are particularly prone to human error. (A non-routine

operation might for instance be a particular experiment carried out
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under unusual conditions, or it might be the introduction of a new

operating method.) About three-quarters of human operator accidents

are due to maloperation rather than accidental operation.

(Maloperation is when an operator in carrying out a required

operation performs an unwanted operation; an accidental operation is

one where an operation was made when no operation of any sort was

required, eg someone leaning on a pushbutton or switch.)

In the United Kingdom a considerable proportion of the safety

improvements being made to reactors are aimed at reducing the

possibility of human error causing a major nuclear accident.

Increasing attention has been focused on the importance of what is

termed "the operator/plant interface" and the crucial role of

operating staff in both preventing and coping with fault conditions.

The aim of the UK reactor licensees has been to protect against

operator error by providing automatic control systems for the

initiation and control of post trip cooling so that no operator

action is required during the first 3 0 minutes after the trip. Also

the plant operators pay considerable attention to the training of all

operating staff, with extensive use of simulators designed to

familiarise them with abnormal operating conditions.

The following assessment principles relating to human factors are

applied by the Nil.

a. The system or equipment design should be such that, as far

as reasonably possible all operations necessary are of a

routine nature.

b. Designs should attempt to minimise the possibility of

maloperation rather than concentrating too much on

preventing accidental operation.

c. The aim should be to rely as far as possible on automatic

systems of a fail safe design to protect against all

credible faults and maintain the reactor parameters within

acceptable limits.
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5. 3 RELIABILITY OF SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

Shutdown systems with only a single means of inserting negative

reactivity have been accepted as having a reliability limit of 10~5

failures on demand. Only 25% of the control rods (ie typically 10

out of 40 rods) are required to shut down the reactor, and

reliability analysis demonstrates that the rod system will meet the

10~5 failures per demand when one or two of the rods fail to enter

the core. Because of the large margins that exist between the

calculations and the requirements, therefore, the common mode

limitation of 10~5 failures per demand for control rods is considered

justified. Channels using relay logic have been accepted as limited

at 10~4 failures per demand by common mode effects. On operational

reactors to date only channels of the reactor shutdown system using

LADDIC elements have been credited with a 10~5 failures on demand.

In most UK reactor shutdown systems the system reliability is limited

by common mode failure of the end relays or the rod trip contactors.

To improve reliability the shutdown system is proof tested at regular

intervals when the reactor is at power.

UK Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) stations test one

channel and its associated instruments every month. The CEGB design

guidelines7 require pessimistic limits on the reliability that can be

claimed for relays etc used in reactor protection channels. Because

of the pessimistic reliability allowed for protection components CEGB

require staggered 3 monthly testing with the reactor at power to

demonstrate their reliability claims on most systems.

The diagram on the following page is an attempt to summarise the

reliabilities which could be expected from the designs of shutdown

systems for operating stations. The range of the bars A to E

indicate the reliabilities which might be achieved, using the

different systems. The bars indicating the possible ranges of the

reliability show how the final performance is dependent upon a number

of factors; for example, the proof testing interval.
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FOFTVARIQUS SHUTDOWNSYSTFM TYPE!

TYPES OF SYSTEM

1E-8

1E-1

1E-2

1E-3

1E-4

1E-5

1E-6

1E-7

1E-8

A - NON REDUNDANT
B - PARTIALLY REDUNDANT
C - PARTLY DIVERSE TRIP SYSTEM AND
REDUNDANT ABSORBER
D - DIVERSE TRIP SYSTEM AND REDUNDANT
ABSORBER
E- DIVERSE TRIP SYSTEM AND DIVERSE ABSORBER

ASS"
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Several types of system are considered and are defined as follows.

The non redundant system "A" consists of a single safety monitoring

assembly. The partially redundant system "B" contains a number of

single safety monitoring assemblies operating in redundancy logic; an

example being two-out-of-three logic. The partly diverse system "C"

is one where at least two separate and physically different

parameters are used to detect or control a particular plant

condition. In this case, physically different types of measuring

instruments and sensors are used. The partial aspect of the

diversity arises because outputs from the 2 parameter measuring

systems are fed into a common safety shutdown system. The fully

diverse trip circuits "D" is a further extension of system "C" but

where the instrument outputs are fed into two separate guardline

systems, both physically different and separate. These then feed

into a redundant shutdown system, for example control rods.

In E where diverse trip circuits are specified, these are each

similar to system "C", but are quite different from one another. For

example, one system may measure temperature and pressure, the other

will measure neutron flux and flow rate. The whole arrangement from

the sensors through to the shut down devices themselves are designed

(and operate) on different principles in the separate systems. It is

advantageous if two separate design and construction teams are also

used in order to ensure segregation of techniques. For the neutron

absorber two means of inserting negative reactor must be used, for

example, control rods and the Boron Ball Shutdown Devices (BBSD) in

the Magnox reactors.
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7. FIGURES

1. The United Kingdom Nuclear Installations Inspectorate.

2. Tolerable and Actual Levels of Risk to Workers and the Public.

3. Reactor Trip System Instrumentation.

4. Schematic of a Reactor Shutdown System.

5. Principle of the Double 2-out-of-3 Protection System.
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ANNEX 1

HM NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS INSPECTORATE SAFETY ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES

FOR REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The following principles are an extract from HM Nuclear Installations

Inspectorate safety assessment principles for nuclear reactors.

Protection system

Introduction

The principles in this section are concerned with the
equipment and systems which are provided co ensure
nuclear safety in che event or" plant faults or possible
plant maioperation and with instrumentation whose
failure or maloperation has a nuclear safety signifi-
cance. Such equipment may be divided into two cate-
gories:
(a) Protection system. All equipment or systems

which act directly in the event of fauits :o prevent
damage that may lead to the escape of radioac-
tivity, e.g. chat equipment provided to:—
interlock against unsafe modes o( operation:
prevent, limit or delay the escape of fission prod-
ucts following a fault:
crip the reactor when pre-set limits are exceeded,
or when a trip is manually initiated:
remove heat from the reactor to a heat sink after
reactor shut-down:
activate any other safety-related system or equip-
ment:
provide power to the protection system.

(bi Surety-related instrumentation. Instrumentation
having a significant but indirect effect on r.uciear
safety e.g.: —
control systems whose failure can cause a demand
on the protection system:
instrumentation used to warn oi the onset of haz-
ardous conditions or of conditions requiring man-
uai safety action:
instrumentation for monitoring the protection
system, reactor and plant variables and par-
ameters;
communications equipment for accident con-
ditions:
equipment for monitoring abnormal radioactive
releases from the site.

In carrying out an assessment oi the protection system
;he assessor should judge the extent to which the
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submission shows conformity with the principles in
this section. Protective features of emergency cooling
systems, essential supplies and containment are also
dealt with in principles 38-106. 148-151 and 152-161
respectively and these should be read in conjunction
with the principles of this section.

Principles for the protection system

107 Adequate protective systems should be provided
and. whenever fuel is in the reactor, they shouid be
maintained at a level of readiness adequate to ensure
nuclear safety.

108 The reactor and associated plant should be
designed, constructed and operated so that the reactor
can always be shutdown and held shutdown in a safe
sub-critical state thereafter.

109 The reactor and associated plant should be
designed, constructed and operated so that it can
always be adequately cooled.

110 All those systems which are required to function
and provide action in response to any specified fault
should be identified in the submission. The aggregate
of all such systems comprises a barrier or barriers for
that fault.

111 For each specified fault it should be shown that
adequate protection is provided and that such protec-
tion is capable of maintaining the plant in a safe state
for as long as may be necessary following that fault.

112 No single failure within the protection system
shouid prevent any protective action achieving its
required performance in the presence of any specified
fault or external hazard initiating a demand on the
protection system.

113 For the purpose of initiating protection each
fault sequence should be detected at the most appro-
priate point in the sequence and as directly as practic-
able.

114 The variables chosen as indicators of each pos-
tulated fault condition should be such as to enable the
fault to be reliably and unambiguously detected.

115 The required performance of components, sub-
systems and systems should be stated and shown to be
adequate for the purpose of providing protection.
Limits should be defined outside which components
etc., should not be operated and provision should be
made to ensure that these limits are not infringed. It
should be shown that the overall reliability of the
protective system is adequate.

116 All variables to be used to initiate protective
action should be identified and shown to be sufficient
for the purpose of protecting the reactor. Appropriate
and safe limits for these variables should be specified
which are relevant to the state of the plant at any
specified time, tt should be shown that the protective
systems are designed to respond tb'rhe appropriate

variables within the above limits and that the resulting
performance of the protective system is adequate.

117 Where a directly related variable cannot be used
for the purpose of initiating protective action against
a fault, a less directly related variable may be
employed. In such oases it shouid be shown that the
variable chosen to initiate protection has a known
relationship with the main variable of concern and
with the fault being detected. The physical coupling
between the measured variable and the fault condition
should be as close as practicable.

118 The final actions of the protection system
should be achieved by means such that there is a
known and direct relationship with the desired final
objective.

119 Means should be provided to enable the necess-
ary calibration and checks on the functioning of any
measuring device used in a protection system to be
carried out at appropriate times throughout the life of
the plant commensurate with the reliability require-
ment.

120 When equipment has more than one function,
one of which is to ensure nuclear safety, this equip-
ment should be classed as protection equipment. The
protective function should not be jeopardised by the
other functions.

121 It must be recognised that unforseen plant or
protection system faults or maloperations may occur.
Protection system design should reflect this aspect by,
for example, the provision of reasonably practicable
diversity and redundancy, both within each system
and in the nature of each input and output.

122 Diversity of fault detection and protection
should be employed where reasonably practicable but
where protection system reliability is required to be
very high or when there is doubt about the reliability
or effectiveness of a non-diverse system diversity
should be introduced.

123 The protection system equipment should be so
designed, laid out and sited that, notwithstanding the
effect of plant faults, adequate protective action will
be available.

124 The protection system shouid be automatically
initiated. No operator action should be necessary in a
timescale of approximately 30 minutes. The design
should however be such that an operator can initiate
protection system functions and can perform necess-
ary actions to deal with circumstances which might
prejudice the maintenance of the plant in a safe state
but cannot negate correct protection system action at
any time.

125 Only components having a proven reliability and
performance should be selected for use in any protec-
tion svstem.
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126 Spurious operation of the protection system
should not produce an unacceptable condition in the
plant.

127 The minimum amount of operational protection
equipment for which reactor operation will be permit-
ted should be specified. Equipment being tested or
maintained cannot be claimed as operational where
the test or maintenance conditions put the plant into a
less safe state.

128 Where a mechanism (including external hazards)
can be foreseen which could invalidate more than one
redundant or diverse protective function, action or
channel, then its probability of occurrence should
have an insignificant effect upon the combined
reliability claimed for those functions, actions or
channels. Additionally this should be applied to those
mechanisms which could cause an initiating plant
fault and failure of the associated protective func-
tions.

129 Alarms should be provided to give warning that
any safety-related system, component or parameter is
at a pre-set limit of its acceptable operational state.
Where reasonably practicable alarms should be
initiated in the event of any unsafe failure of any
element of a protective system.

130 Where required on nuclear safety grounds all
protection system equipment including pipework and
cabling should be segregated from all other equipment
and its function clearly indicated. Where interaction
or proximity to non-protection equipment or cabling
is required each case should be justified. The segrega-
tion of equipment and cabling within the protection
system should be such as to satisfy principle 128.

131 The design should be such that the means of
access to all protection equipment can be physically
controlled to limit access to an extent which ensures
availability of the minimum amount of operational
equipment referred to in principle 127.

Instrumentation

132 Provision should be made in the form of indi-
cating and recording instruments to inform the plant
operators at all specified times ot' the state ot those
items which have a significant influence on safety and
on safety-related aspects of the overall plant state.
Such provisions should include devices to give
advance warning of unacceptable changes and rates of
change and also alarms when set limits are reached.
Sufficient information should be made available to
the operator at all times to enable an accurate
appreciation to be made of the plant state so that all
actions necessary in the interest of safety can be taken
promptly and effectively. Such instrumentation should
as appropriate and where practicable be capable of
monitoring, controlling and recording each parameter
at all specified times. Provisions made to monitor,
record and control the plant should be shown to be

2=66

effective at all specified times so far as is necessary
for safe operation oi the plant.

133 The provision of control, monitoring and
recording equipment should include equipment rel-
evant to postulated fault conditions and should be
suitable to enable the operator to assess plant state
and take necessary control action during such faults.

134 There shouid be provided a suitable communi-
cations system to enable information and instructions
to be transmitted between locations and to provide
external communications with auxiliary services and
such other organisations as may be required.

135 A reliable fire warning system should be pro-
vided for all parts of the protection system except
where the design precludes a fire hazard.

136 The instrumentation provided to meet the
requirements of this pan should enable an operator to
take all necessary actions from a central control
room. Adequate protection against radiation, contam-
ination, toxic hazards and against plant faulrs shouid
be provided to permit occupancy of the control room
under plant fault or accident conditions without per-
sonnel being harmed or receiving radiation exposures
in excess of the requirement of the radiological
principles.

137 Instrumentation and control equipment should
be provided at locations other than the main control
room to enable the reactor to be manually shut down,
maintained in a safe state and effective accident con-
trol undertaken should che central control room
become inoperable or uninhabitable.

138 The minimum safety-related instrumentation for
which reactor operation may be permitted should be
specified.

139 All instrumentation should be of the highest
quality appropriate to the duty. Evidence should be
provided of its satisfactory performance under the
worst environmental conditions anticipated.

140 The accuracy, stability, response time and range
of all instrumentation should be adequate and appro-
priate for its required service at all times throughout
plant life.

141 All safety-related instrumentation should be sup-
plied from power supplies whose reliability is compa- •
tible with the function being performed. In the case of
monitoring, warning and communication functions
this supply should be non-break.

142 Adequate means should be provided for the test-
ing and calibration of ail safety-related instrumenta-
tion at any specified time without loss oi any essential
functions.

Special principles for shut down systems

The above general principles of protection should be
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acpiieu by :r.e assessor a> appropriate ro
>y-.tem> a> MTOU:J ;he :'oilowin«j pnnc:pies :n addition:

143 Taking account oi appropriate requirements of
these principles. :he shut down system should be
capable of shutting down the reactor and holding it
sub-critical with a margin of negative reactivity which
should be avaiiabie at all specified times and which
should allow for uncertainties in nuclear character-
istics, perturbations in plant state stc.

144 The design or' the reactor should be such chat
shutdown is not prevented by the other components
oi the nuclear power plant or by mechanical failure,
distortion, corrosion, erosion etc., or' plant compo- .
nents or by the physical behaviour oi the reactor
coolant, during normal operation or any postulated
fault condition.

145 The design oi each shutdown system should be
such that loss oi absorbing material due :o physical or
chemical changes such as melting, boiling, leaking or •
mechanical damage is either prevented or is kept
within specified iimits so as not to lead :o an
unacceptable !oss oi shutdown margin.

146 Retrievable shutdown devices should be capable
of being tested and inspected in accordance with the
requirements set out in the general principies. Non-
recrievable shutdown devices should be capabie oi
being subject to such tests as are practicable in the
reacior supplemented by proof and reliability tests in
an appropriate facility out or" the reactor.

147 There should be supplied in the submission a
design specification for the shutdown devices which
should take into account:

(a) allowances for changes in geometrical configur-
ation due :o temperature, irradiation etc.:

(b) the allowance for variations of neutron absorber
concentration due ;o burnup. diffusion, depo-
sition, corrosion ere:

(c) the production oi capture or fission products
within :he absorber assemblies:

(d) the physical behaviour of the absorber assembly
at all times throughout plant life:

(ei allowance r'or reactivity changes in the >hutdown
provision due to physical and chemical changes
throughout piant life. At least one long-term
shutdown system should not require an external
energy source to maintain the reactor in a shut-
down state.
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